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Sidney Tarachow once wrote, "I remember one week I had three suicidal risks walking the streets of New York. I had a bad week end, but on Monday they all showed up very much alive." (1) Such words of insecurity from an experienced therapist are not the most encouraging for the beginning therapist; the evaluation of a patient for suicidality represents a particularly difficult and imposing responsibility. Probably many residents, myself included, can remember at least one time when he or she was called to evaluate a patient for suicidality, and all book learning related to suicide risk seemed to have left him or her. Such decisions sometimes need to be made in situations that often are not the most conducive for making thoughtful decisions, such as the pressured atmosphere of a busy, often under-staffed emergency room, or during the early hours of the morning. Compounding this difficulty is a more general one: we are often faced with such a multitude of different and new clinical situations that we often find ourselves without the proper fund of knowledge to make a well-informed decision.

Dr. John Maltzberger's recent work entitled Suicide Risk: The Formulation of Clinical Judgment fills many of the needs of those looking for a highly informative, well-written book on the subject of evaluation for suicidality. It will be welcome reading for any resident who feels the need to sharpen his skills in objectively and accurately evaluating the potentially suicidal patient. The author of the book, a teacher at Harvard who has studied and written extensively on suicide, distills over 25 years of experience into a thoughtful, clear and highly readable presentation. The book's length of under 200 pages, and the clear style in which it is written, make it very accessible even when it seems as if one's schedule won't allow for anything more.

The main premise of this book is that each case should be evaluated through a process that organizes the case material around a psychodynamic
formulation. The author, who is a practicing psychoanalyst, defines the psychodynamic formulation as the psychiatrist’s attempt to organize and understand the patient’s current distress as a result of an interplay of forces involving the patient’s development, the nature of his current intrapsychic configuration, and his environment. The author asserts that the psychodynamic formulation is essential in order to objectively evaluate each patient.

The reader is taken through different aspects of the psychodynamic formulation, and his attention is always focused on the clinical relevance of the material. Early developmental problems which may predispose an individual in later life to psychopathology and suicidality are discussed, with special emphasis on clinical examples to support many of the points.

The author also emphasizes the uniqueness of each case, and the fact that the psychiatrist must evaluate each individual’s response to a life stressor through an appreciation of the psychopathology of that individual. Special emphasis is placed on the vulnerability to suicide of those individuals who have suffered early trauma, and whose intrapsychic development has undergone a distortion or arrest. An over-reliance on external supports to modulate one’s self-esteem and regulate one’s inner drives is discussed at length as particularly predisposing to suicide, especially when such supports are threatened or lost in adult life.

Much important clinical information is contained within the narrative of the book; well-known correlates of suicide—epidemiologic, demographic, and diagnostic facts—are presented within the context of making a psychodynamic formulation. For example, depression, alcoholism, and recent loss are not simply discussed as correlates that, when presenting together in the same individual, predict a high risk of suicide. Rather, the depressed alcoholic who suffers a recent loss is discussed in the context of how a recent loss may be experienced by his psyche, as well as inferences that the clinician can make regarding early trauma leading to his current psychopathology. Similar discussions, which relate epidemiologic or demographic data to the context of clinical presentation and understanding, occur throughout the book. Such discussions lend a clarity and vitality to the material. Appendices to the book, outlining the mental status exam and a weighted questionnaire to evaluate for suicidality, add to the clinical importance of this book.

I think that the book fills an important gap in the psychiatric literature, and any resident who reads this book with understanding will benefit from the author’s experience and thoughtfulness and will be able to evaluate for suicidality with greater clinical acumen. This book belongs on every resident’s bookshelf.
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